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CHAPTER 6: INTRODUCTION TO RACING What options did I have after Business School?? Sailing!!! I bought my first 7m boat and spent two years to refitting her. I modified her a soling keel (+100 kg) and a soling rudder blade. Because it was a nice sail plan I also put on a soling mast and befriended Bertrand CHERET (a famous sail maker in France). Bertrand was preparing for the Olympic Games in the Soling class. As a sail maker he tested a lot of sails. His sail number was F 113. Mine was F 1132. For 500 FFR (75€ or 100$) he sold me some of his prototype and spare sails…Refitting this boat became my vocation!!! After some success in solo sailing in France (I won the Triangle de Dinard twice) I decided to race double handed on my next boat. For 2 years I did all the deliveries (350 miles) from St Brieuc to Cowes and back for the RORC seasons. During those RORC seasons I had the very bad luck to meet Peter Olden, Director of Racing of SORC (Solo Offshore Racing Club). It cost me a fortune in beers, but in talking with him I discovered his passion: SORC. He looked to be having fun with that so I decided to compete in the SORC Offshore Series. My motivation was not strong enough to do 350 miles for the 20 mile Inshore races. Objectives form the basis and should be guideline to build a race program: you will never arrive some where if you do not know where you are going! 6-1 PROGRAM 2014 goals are clear: - Single handed - Double handed - Fully crewed



: to win again the SORC Overall (Offshore series if possible) : to win again UNCL and transfer my knowledge to a young crew : to win the Half Ton Cup Classic in Serial Boats (I was 2nd in 2013)



2014 sub objectives are - Transfer knowledge => double handed with François PIC - Get more different experience s=> fully crewed and JOG (if possible) - prepare for a Transat (AZAB or Jester trophy) => sail a minimum of 4.000 miles per year THE MOST IMPORTANT OBJECTIVE IS TO HAVE FUN. With friends.



-



PROGRAMME MAEVA FRA6179 2014 Num



COURSES



1 ²² 2 ²²



RIOW (Tour de l'Ile de Wight) ²² Tour de Chausey ²² Fecamp Triangle



26-avr



Solent Brighton



22-mai



Brighton Fecamp



23-mai



Fecamp Cowes



25-mai



²² 3 ²² 4 ²² 5 ²²



10-mai 22 au 25 Mai



TYPE



OU



SORC ²² Trophee Audi Double ²² SORC ²² SORC ²² SORC ²² SORC ²²



Cowes ²² St Malo ²²



Offshore Series ²² 6 ²² 7 ²² 8 ²² 9 ²² 10 ²² 11 ²² 12 ²² 13 ²² 14 ²² 15 ²² 16 ²² 17 ²² 17 ²² 18 ²² 19



Cowes Portland ²² Portland Solent ²² Normandie Solo ²² Tour des Minquiers



06-juin



HALF TON CUP (serie)



7 au 11 juillet



Lymington Falmouth ²² Celtic Challenge ²² Solent Cherbourg



19-juil



Cherbourg Solent ²² Double Normandie ²² Etai Indien ²² Trophee des Minquiers ²² Solo ANL ²² Grand Prix de St Caast ²² Pieds Geles



16 Aout



08-juin 22 au 28 Juin 05-juil



19 au 31Juillet 15 Aout



25 au 30 aout 06-sept 20 21 Septembre 27-sept Octobre Decembre



²² SORC ²² SORC ²² SNPH ²² Trophee Audi Double ²² Equipage ²² SORC ²² SORC ²² SORC ²² SORC ²² UNCL ²² Trophee Audi Double ²² Equipage ²² Solo ²² Equipage ²² Equipage



Cowes ²² Portland ²² Le Havre ²² St Malo t Quay



²² Irelande



²² ²² Le Havre ²² ²² ²² St Brieuc ²² ²²



This program is 3800 miles with just enough races to win a championship. Not too many in order to preserve sails, equipment, AND the skipper. I checked the SORC Notice of Race: to win the Offshore Series (4 races to count out of 7). I am planning to do all 7 races to build in some redundancy if the weather is too bad for the delivery (for example last year I could not make the



delivery for the Solent Cherbourg race). For the Overall SORC Championship the objective will be harder to achieve as it is made of the best 7 races, of which a minimum of 2 must be from the Inshore and 2 from the Offshore Series. If at the end of August I am in with a chance of the podium then I will have to do an inshore in September.



6-2 How to prepare for a race and to adapt your strategy at sea I hate discovering a new area during a race: it is too dangerous. Because I had not sailed in Brighton and Fecamp before, a week before Channel Week 2012, and after the Normandie Solo, I sailed from Le Havre to Fecamp, and Fecamp to Brighton. I took some bearings to be able to find the small buoy used as finish line (the yellow one by the end of the Brighton pier). Afterwards I took some holiday in Chichester Harbour with my friend John. Because Channel Week is an important event I cleaned the hull in Chichester Marina. This year I will do the SORC Celtic Sea Challenge. I have never sailed in Ireland but I have already prepare the routes. I used Google to get pictures, and transferred them in *.rar and included it in the charts. On my software I will have these superimposed….



I have to do some research on parts of the course: for example on the following marks? o



I also have a full bibliography to read (in English! Burk!!!!)



A week before the race I will download weather grib files and make simulations. For ROIW 2013 (my first SORC) race I did 10 simulations. For Cherbourg Cowes with John we exchanged a lot of mail: I sent him gribs and we discussed and exchanged our routing options….



If I prepare well for a race I feel more comfortable: because I have studied the forecast and wind conditions BEFORE. And because of winter preparation I know the boat speed will be OK. I am able focus only on what is important: coastal effects and local strategy. HOW I ADAPT MY STRATEGY AT SEA “Coming from no where”… copied from a SORC race report (Portland Cowes)….This remark hurt me. Because it implies it was luck. And I am convinced that luck does not exist in a race. Race conditions: start in light Northerly wind. Directly upwind. Tide against us. A little fog in the morning. At the start the only boat under code 0 was Maeva. Strange no?



After one hour the boat under the cargo ship (the most south) was MAEVA. Strange no?



With a North wind and some fog in the morning the wind starts from thr North and a sea breeze will arrive around 12 o’clock. At the start there was some wafts of breeze from the South, but the sun was not strong enough and the wind went back to North. By midday the Southerly option was a disaster for me. I was 5 miles further south than the main fleet, and with tide against me. I had around one hour in the foul race at St Alban’s. It was a costly investment: stronger tide for longer against me. But at St Alban’s all the fleet was stopped on the coast. The North Wind was cancelled by South Wind; buffering effect….



As the wind started to come from the South: I changed the Code 0 for the spinnaker. The fleet was tacking at a VMG around 1 knot on the ground wheas I was at 4 knots under spinnaker: In amongst the mayhem at the finish sailed in Maeva, coming from no where …., calmly picking her way through the chaos and crossing the line to win Leg 2 overall by a massive 37 minutes on corrected time… SORC are generally bigger boats (10 m and over) very close in rating. Skippers are reacting as I tactical races to CONTROL EACH OTHER. With a small boat I have the freedom to choose my own road, especially if light winds which are good for MAEVA It happened again during Channel Week 2013 In the leg from Gosport to Portland, the wind was 10 to 15 knots from the SW increasing to 20 Knots (due to the coastal effect around Egypt Point). The tide was with us. In these circumstances lifts occur on the Isle of Wight side of the Solent and not on the Southampton side. 200m after the start I tacked South to get more lift and more tide. All the fleet stays on port while I finished at East Cowes at 90° wind: too much lift… On port. I luffed in to the Cowes River (to get the lift) and caught on starboard to my best Scottish Friend: Chris on Ding Dong a Steward 37, followed by J Bellino, a J-122. After 2 hours of racing with the smallest boat of the fleet, I was actually placed 1st on the water... This achieved only in looking at the clouds and the coast. Because I prepared my course BEFORE, and I am confident about my boat (due to the winter preparation of hull



and appendices), I am sure about forecast (grib and routing done a week before) and I have no pressure on rating. I have plenty of time to enjoy being at sea and having a look around. Being ahead of the game is the best way to get to this point. Next Christmas I will have to buy my wife a bigger piano. For our retirement.



6-3 Why and how make a debriefing and accept failure For me debriefing is very easy: I do it during the delivery home. I have all the time I need to check the alternatives. Because I make the deliveries single handed I always agree with me. No dispute. No stress. I do it to improve my trim, my manoeuvres, and my strategy. In Brittany there is a proverb: “You can ground your boat on a specific rock. One time; Not two”. Failure is normal. Hard to accept but normal. I try to accept the consequences and try to solve the defects found. Debriefing calms the soul. During the winter of 2012 I marked out each halyard and sheet using whipping so that I do not waste time anymore finding out where I am with the trimming.. this was the result of a bad trimming during the Normandie Solo 2012 I changed my rudder blade in 2013 after a bad experience during the Poole Cowes race (vibration) I saved 100kg of weight and increased sail area by 4 m² after a very bad Normandie Solo In 2012 (see previous article) I have a lot of similar examples I use the “to-do” file: if a problem is written and checked it is half solved… Talking about it is useless bla bla bla And always remember that the Chinese sign for crisis is exactly the same that the opportunity sign:



After a bad thing happening there is always opportunity to improve: A month ago a friend of mine after a short circuit has cleaned Maevas’ alternator, saving 1kg: I will save another kilo in cleaning the engine electrical circuit. Getting rid of useless wires and simplifying the circuits. The age of the rudder and its delamination gave me the opportunity to save 30kg and solve in part of Maeva’s pitching problem.
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SAILING 

Format. Races will be conducted around a course marked by coloured buoys laid ... Ouvert : L'Ã©quipage peut Ãªtre entiÃ¨rement masculin, entiÃ¨rement fÃ©minin ou ...
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I Lost My Talk 

14 janv. 2016 - undoubtedly continue to argue the merits of. Shostakovich's Ninth ..... Chocolate Woman Collective dans le but ...... Carling Animal Hospital.
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KIV 7M MANUAL PDF 

manual PDF, include : Kennel Building And Management, Kick It Soccer Sports Starters, La Fille. Aux Cheveux De Lin Prelude 22, La Vie Catholique Dans La ...
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Savoir se prÃ©senter. My name is Peter. I live with my family and my 

Reproduction interdite. PropriÃ©tÃ© de l'auteur. Soutienscolaire29. Savoir se prÃ©senter. My name is Peter. I live with my family and my cat in a house in Australia.
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Night Boat 

I GET THOSE SAME OLD LEFT ALL ALONE AGAIN BLUES. ..... If you husbands knew how tired we single men get of hearing how you love your wives... Hazel.
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My First Dance - Les Talons Sauvages 

Greatest Line Dance Party / CD: Simply The Best Linedancing Album]. VINE RIGHT ... 1-4Step right forward at 45 degrees angle, step left behind right, step right.
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â€œâ€¦and I hear this whine in my headset.â€� 

indicates the need to install an isolation transformer/filter. A good isolation transformer/filter such as the PAC RCA Filter SNI-1/3.5 can be obtained for as little as.
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First ionisation energies (Group I and Period 2) - Creative Chemistry 

Ionisation Energies in Group I and Period 2. The first ionisation energy is the energy needed to remove one mole of the outermost electrons from one mole of ...
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Imagine a boat designed for funny sailing, either it is ... - windyak 

Dec 1, 2007 - Sea kayak success reveals a desire for easy wild 'cruises'. Paddling is perfect to move on water when weather is calm, but in practice its use is ...
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the boat to he boat to liverpool liverpool - Tolyanimation 

Introduction : 24 temps. HEEL STRUTS; RIGHT & LEFT. ROCKING CHAIR. X2. 1&. HEEL STRUT D avant syncopÃ© : TOUCH talon D avant - DROP : abaisser ...
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Sailing (Rod Stewart) 

I am flying, passing high clouds. Dm. C G7. To be near you, to be free. G. C. Am. Can you hear me? Can you hear me? F. C. Through the dark night, far away. D.
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1 â€œFirst may I express to you my deep appreciation of your 

There is, however, a special situation in the Middle East which I feel I should, ... The Middle East has abruptly reached a new and critical stage in its long and ...
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I Lost My Talk 

14 janv. 2016 - chorégraphe du film. Turbine video design/design visuel ...... télévision et un volet numérique complet; ... designer and award-winning director.
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i my more than coffee i love my pug more than coffee 

PDF File: I My More Than Coffee I Love My Pug More Than Coffee ... If you're a student, you could find wide number of textbook, academic journal, report, and so on. ... Bleu Gouttes D Eau 12 Mois Hommes Femmes , just in case you didn't find ...
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Banana boat song 

Hide the deadly black tarantula. Daylight come and me wan' go home. Lift six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch. Daylight come and me wan' go home. Six foot ...
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Ap boat slips 

DOR per piante. F inal r t t na severo door ons. -. ---- potent_. 10. --. -. TRACT ... -4.199. L". 0-9 Danny. 12 Beds. 57x66 is nosat sex 4x4. --. 37624.ft. --. My heart.
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She's my favourite model!I love her! 

She's got shoulder-length straight blond hair. She's got a round face. She's got brown eyes and ... t-shirt, blue jeans, a brown belt and black sandals. Kyria - RÃ©mi.
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How Do I Repair my Fuel Tank 

drying patch of weeping fuel on the outside of the tank, perhaps from a .... fitted between the twin tanks and their fuel pumps. I shall be fitting said filters. After a.
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Where I hung out during my stay 

are Edith Piaf, Oscar Wilde, Jim Morrison amm buried. 16 rue du Repos, Paris, ÃŽle-de-France. +33 1 43 15 81 81 www.pere-lachaise.com. 9 DU PAIN ET DES ...
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I use Linux and I can't input my password, why? - KGS FAQ .fr 

May 26, 2008 - This problem has been reported to be caused by a thrid party software such as SCIM (input for foreign languages). If you use such a software, ...
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Moteur Boat - Zodiac Nautic 

10 pompes de Cale à la torture ... d'un grand tableau de bord et d'un vaste vide-poche sous le volant. ... Pompe de cale, 3 taquets, réservoir à carburant de 300 l ...
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Banana Boat Song TENOR 

Come, Mister tally man, tally me banana,. Come, Mister tally man, tally me banana. Lift six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch. Six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch.
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Banana Boat Song ALTO 

Come, Mister tally man, tally me banana,. Come, Mister tally man, tally me banana. Lift six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch. Six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch.
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dariels reading log my first 200 books dbid 15j3p 
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